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MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR

RETURNING, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE LVI OF THE AMENDMENTS TO THE CON-
STITUTION, WITH RECOMMENDATION OF

AMENDMENT, THE ENGROSSED BILL PRO-
HIBITING HEALTH AND ACCIDENT

INSURANCE COMPANIES, HOSPITAL

SERVICE CORPORATIONS AND MED-
ICAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS
FROM REDUCING BENEFITS

BASED UPON MULTIPLE
POLICIES

(see Senate Bill, printed as House, No. 862)

Senate, October 4, 1977.
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October 4,1977.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

In accordance with the provisions of Article LVI of the Amend-
ments to the Constitution, I am returning, herewith, House Bill
No. 862, entitled, “An Act Prohibiting Health and Accident In-
surance Companies, Hospital Service Corporations and Medical
Service Corporations from Reducing Benefits Based upon Multiple
Policies.”

Many comprehensive health insurance policies include a pro-
vision which allows insurance companies to limit the payments
made to a person having more than one health insurance policy to
that person’s actual medical expenses. This “coordination of bene-
fits” clause helps to restrain the cost of health care by preventing
duplicate payments for any single illness. H. 862 would prohibit
the use of the coordination of benefits clause in certain circum-
stances. It requires each company to make full payment under its
policy regardless of the benefits available under any other policy.
This bill would allow some policyholders to collect more than their
actual losses; in effect, it would allow an insured to make a profit
from being hospitalized. The commissioner of insurance and I be-
lieve that this violates the basic principles of insurance. I cannot
sign this bill, as it is now drafted, because it will increase health
insurance premiums, lead to higher costs of health care in general,
and encourage the sale of questionable types of health insurance
policies.

In the past several years, the legislature has adopted a number
of measures designed to help control health care costs. We should
not be enacting legislation now which will lead directly to an in-
crease in health insurance premiums. H. 862 will increase costs
by requiring the double payment of claims in some cases. In ad-
dition, by allowing individuals to recover more than their actual
costs for medical treatment, the bill will stimulate greater use of
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health services than is medically necessary.

The premium rates for most health insurance policies currently
reflect the savings that result from a coordination of benefits
clause. In 1976, Blue Cross alone saved more than $7.5 million by
coordinating benefits. Part of these savings is directly reflected
in non-group premium rates. These premium rates will rise to re-
flect the company’s increased costs if H. 862 becomes law.

Finally I am concerned that H. 862 will encourage the sale of
certain policies that provide minimal benefits at substantial costs.
Our state has been fortunate in the past not to have a large au-
dience for the salesmen of so-called “dread disease” policies. Many
such policies, which cover only cancer or other specified diseases,
are sold, primarily to elderly people, by means of high pressure
scare tactics. In most cases, they cover illnesses already covered
in standard health policies. The greatest beneficiaries of H. 862
will be the companies specializing in these questionable products.
By restricting the use of the coordination of benefits clause, H.
862 will remove a major barrier to the widespread sale of these
policies. The largest writers of “dread disease” policies have re-
peatedly asked the commissioner to remove this barrier admin-
istratively, and he has consistently refused to do so. This legisla-
tion would accomplish the same result. At least two states now
prohibit the sale of such policies entirely, and I see no reason to
encourage them here.

I understand one objection to the current use of the coordination
of benefits and one goal of this bill. Some premium rates for health
policies fail to reflect the savings that result from the coordina-
tion of benefits. These savings should always be passed along to
consumers. On the other hand, coordination of benefits clauses
should not be prohibited unless such savings are guaranteed. The
amendment I propose will do this. It will also delete certain work-
ing of H. 862 that prohibits the coordination of benefits in group
policies issued by Blue Cross and Blue Shield, but not those issued
by commercial carriers. The same rules should apply to all group
insurers.

I therefore recommend that H. 862 be amended by adding the
following at the end of SECTIONS 1 and 2: except when a
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premium reduction resulting from the presence of a coordination
of benefits clause has been reflected in the original contract or
when a provision for return of premium is offered to apply to those
circumstances in which coordination of benefits is invoked.

And by striking out in SECTIONS 3 and 4 the words ‘

and by aci
...

following at the end of SECTIONS 3following at the end of SECTIONS 3 and 4:
except a reduction in u' ■ r mtion fees resulting from the
presence of a coordination .refits clause has been reflected
in the original contract or when a provision for return of sub-
scription fees is offered to apply to those circumstances in which
coordination of benefits is invoked.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Dukakis
Governor
Commonwealth of Massachusetts


